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On the road
Adventure special •Legendary explorers, mountaineers and trailblazers • The spirit of booze-free drinking
Swimming with horses • Alfa Romeo revs up • Shooting underwater • Tough tech • Robust watches

Private jets, the golden age of cruise liners, a safari with serious style,
and the reinvention of a classic biker jacket

↑ TA KE FLIGHT

Having a private aircraft at your
disposal is one of life’s biggest
extravagances, but thanks to private
aviation carrier Jetfly, there is now
a more accessible way to fly in luxury.
An eighth share buys you access 365
days a year to Jetfly’s fleet of PC-12s,
with 62.5 annual flying hours
anywhere in Europe, plus 24/7
booking, flight management and
aircraft maintenance handled by
Jetfly. For those seeking adventurous
getaways off the beaten track, Jetfly
is launching the PC-24 this year
– a new jet interior designed by
Philippe Starck that’s specially
engineered to go ‘off-road’. With a
short take off and landing capability
paired with large wheels, it can land
on different runway surfaces, from
grass fields to mountain strips.
From $350,000 for an eighth share
of a PC-12; jetfly.com

← A NEW ERA

If you’ve never heard of Favre-Leuba,
you might be surprised to learn that
it’s the second oldest watch house
in the world. Last year saw the launch
of the Bivouac 9000 in celebration of
the brand’s 280th anniversary.
Inspired by a Favre-Leuba model from
1963, the new 48mm titanium
behemoth is the first mechanical
watch to contain an altimeter
capable of measuring climbs of up to
9,000 metres. It works through a tiny,
airtight alloy capsule that expands
or contracts with slight changes in
air pressure. This movement drives
the mechanism that registers altitude
by causing the red central hand to
rotate around the 100-metre scale
marked on the bezel, which can also
be set according to prevailing
conditions in order to provide an
accurate height reading. £6,900;
favre-leuba.com

